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Chapter 1709 Fishing the Cold River Alone

The blue-haired blizzard chased the black boat in the sky and refracted, and Sun
Qinger on the ground fell into a coma without even humming.

The wind and snow in the sky, as if traumatized by something, suddenly froze.

Then, it fell straight towards the ground.

Fortunately, Wiliam has been paying attention to Feng Xue’s actions.

The moment the wind and snow fell, his body appeared under the wind and snow
and caught her.

“Hmm.” Feng Xue let out a low murmur and slowly opened his eyes.

And as her eyes opened, her azure blue hair was rapidly turning black.

The eyes also became the same as before, and returned to their original
appearance.
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The people at the scene saw it again.

This horse has a split personality!

Su Hongxiu’s body also flashed to Wiliam’s side, staring at Bai Fengxue with
interest.

“So what you said is true.” Su Hongxiu finally said.

Wiliam gave Su Hongxiu a white look.

Is that still fake?

However, Wiliam also secretly admired Su Hongxiu.

This woman is definitely not simple.

First of all, she is sharp enough.

Wiliam just casually said that Feng Xue would not stop until the other party was
in a coma. Su Hongxiu quickly grasped the key and found a way to solve it.
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Second, she is decisive.

In order to make the blue-haired Fengxue stop, she even shot directly at her
disciple, knocking Sun Qinger unconscious.

Finally, she is strong enough.

The last black ship is definitely something above the magic weapon.

It can even be compared with Wiliam’s Long Live Demon Lotus and Feng Xue’s
Peach Blossom Frost Branch.

Hidden deep enough.

So far, Wiliam can’t see through the mystery of this black ship.

“What’s wrong? Why are everyone looking at me?” Bai Fengxue broke free from
Wiliam’s arms and looked at the people on the scene curiously.

Everyone is going to scold her.

Check it out!

Such a harmless look.

Who can connect this innocent and innocent white wind and snow with the
blue-haired wind and snow that Mo De emotionally knocked on his head just now.

“It’s okay, you won. It’s awesome.” Wiliam rubbed Feng Xue’s head and said
dotingly.

Bai Fengxue was stunned for a moment, then looked at Sun Qing’er, who was
already unconscious not far away, and asked blankly, “Won? Deputy Sect Master
Sun was defeated by me?”

“Well, I was defeated by you.” Wiliam said with a smile.

In fact, he wanted to say in his heart that he was not defeated by you, but by Su
Hongxiu.

If you don’t defeat him, Sun Qinger’s head will be knocked off by you.

“Well, that’s good, I didn’t live up to everyone’s expectations.” Bai Fengxue also
smiled, like spring flowers blooming.

“Hey, it’s so cold.” She sighed again, holding her body in her hands.

Wiliam quickly hugged Feng Xue, “It’s nothing, it won’t be cold in a while.”



The people at the scene suddenly ate a belly of dog food, and they all rolled their
eyes to the sky.

“Okay, now that the outcome has been decided, according to the agreement
between Sun Qinger and Bai Fengxue, Bai Fengxue won, then they will officially
join our big family of red, thin, high-rise buildings. Also, I put the ugly Let me put
it first, Wiliam’s friend is my friend. And Bai Fengxue won this game with
integrity. I hope everyone sincerely accepts Wiliam’s friend. If you let me know,
someone is secretly slandering, or secretly Squeeze them out, ho ho.” Su Hongxiu
sneered when she said this.
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The red and thin tall man couldn’t help shivering.

Su Hongxiu has the supreme authority in the red and thin high-rise building.

Everyone respected her and feared her.

Her words are the rules of red and thin high-rise buildings.

Everyone bowed in unison and said, “Follow the order of the sect master!”

What a joke, and let go of the threatening words of the suzerain, just because of
the identities of these women, everyone can’t provoke them.

Provoked one, poked a nest.

Be nice to them now, maybe there will be great blessings coming back in the
future.

So it’s too late for everyone to flatter them, how can they slander them and
exclude them…
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Wiliam looked at Su Hongxiu gratefully.

This woman is really nice.

Although it looks so unreliable from the outside, it takes all aspects into
consideration when doing things.

She had never opposed Sun Qinger’s provocation of women on her side before,
and it seemed that she had a very deep intention.

Deliberately want Sun Qinger to suffer some hardships on her side, so as to
achieve the purpose of knocking the mountain and shaking the tiger.
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“How? Are you still satisfied?” Su Hongxiu looked at Wiliam playfully.

Wiliam nodded and cupped his hands towards Su Hongxiu, “Well, thank you Sect
Master Su for taking care of you, I’ll have to bother you in the future.”

“Hoho, I don’t think I’ll bother you anymore, you can just join us. Anyway, you
don’t have a sect.” Su Hongxiu said lazily.

Wiliam has a black line.

She knew that Su Hongxiu was joking.

This kind of joke, refusing to do her no harm.

And agreeing, it is a huge benefit to her and the red and thin high-rise buildings.

This woman has a heart everywhere.

“Okay, sisters, help to settle the new sisters and sisters. How are you? Do you
want to stay and drink?” Su Hongxiu asked Wiliam again.

Wiliam was shocked.

Forget about drinking.

There are shadows.

The shadow is half a catty compared to knocking on the head!

Wiliam sneered and said, “If you drink, you’re free. I still have something to do. I
have to leave first. My good sisters will ask you.”

Having said that, he quickly took Feng Xue’s hand and was about to leave.

“Cut, coward.” Su Hongxiu said with a smile.

“By the way, what’s the name of your previous weapon?” Wiliam saw that Su
Hongxiu let him go, and became interested again.

“Wiliam, I didn’t say you, you’re a real dog.” Su Hongxiu couldn’t help but
complained to Wiliam.

She flipped it over and found the black paper boat the size of half a palm.

Then, he casually threw it to Wiliam.

Wiliam picked up the energy and took over the paper boat, and his heart was
extremely complicated.



This Su Hongxiu just casually threw the treasure to himself?

Can you trust that?

What if I took the paper boat and ran away now?

Tucao returned to Tucao, Wiliam still curiously studied the paper boat.

This paper boat looks made of paper, but it’s not actually paper.

After starting, there is a cold feeling, as if one hand is soaked in a clear spring.

And it seems that the place where the paper boat is, has turned into a vast ocean.

It’s a weird feeling.

Wiliam couldn’t see the material of the paper boat.

“This thing is called Du Diao Hanjiang. Get out when you know it.” Su Hongxiu
made a casual move, and the paper boat flew back into her hands.

Fishing the cold river alone?

What a weird name?

Wiliam couldn’t figure it out for a while, so he gave up.

Holding Feng Xue’s hand, he suddenly looked at a person.

“Chunfeng, you don’t have to stay here, I’ll take you to another place.”
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